Travel Law

Whether you are an attorney or a member
of the travel industry, Travel Law will help
you get the red-carpet treatment in court!
This unique reference, cited in both
CondeNast Traveler magazine and The
New York Times Sunday Travel Section,
discusses the travelers rights and remedies
against airlines, cruise lines, hotels and
resorts, rental car companies, railroads,
time-share facilities, theme parks, casinos,
tour operators, travel agents and Internet
travel sellers. Travel Law shows you how
to: use contracts between operators and
suppliers to the travelers advantage;
overcome disclaimers of liability in
agreements imposed on travelers; employ
state long-arm statutes to obtain
jurisdiction over foreign travel suppliers;
use
the
Warsaw
and
Montreal
Conventionsfrequently invoked by airlines
to limit their liabilityto the travelers
benefit; and more. Youll find out about:
travel consumer class action procedures
and tactics; settling class actions with
coupons or credits; holding hotels and
airlines responsible for overbooking and
bumping, and the impact of terrorism on
the travel industry. Travel Law keeps you
up to date on new legislation, including the
DOT Enhanced Passenger Protection Rules
and the Cruise Vessel Security and Safety
Act of 2010, as well as significant cases, on
both the federal and state levels.

Europes Package Travel Directive takes effect in the UK from 1 July. Buyers of traditional package holidays flights
and accommodation putThe travel industry is ever evolving and subject to continuous commercial and regulatory
pressures. Our expert legal advice is built on our deep understandingFreedom of movement, mobility rights, or the right
to travel is a human rights concept .. to enter or leave the Region. Unless restrained by law, holders of valid travel
documents shall be free to leave the Region without special authorization.ABTAs core-skills workshop is aimed at travel
industry professionals who require a basic understanding of the relevant legal issues.Objective, timeline and scope of EU
law to protect consumers who purchase package holidays organised by tour operators and other forms of combinedThe
IFTTA Law Review 1-2018 is now available for download in the members area. It contains a message by IFTTA
President Marc Mc Donald and articles byJapan changes consumer law to help international travel. Source: ETOA.
Date: 05 Aug, 2015. JATA, the Japanese Association of Travel Agents, has just issuedZim Travel Law, PLLC was
founded by Daniel R. Zim with a commitment of providing the highest quality and most effective legal representation to
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businessesThe Penningtons Manches travel law team specialises in providing fast, innovative and effective solutions for
travel industry clients in this complex and[i] Ten Laws Around the World. [4] Jurisdiction Over Foreign Travel
Suppliers, Tour Operators and Internet Travel Sellers. [a] Long-Arm Jurisdiction.We pride ourselves on being one of the
top travel law firms in the UK. We are a large, experienced team of highly professional yet approachable lawyers who
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